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The Alevi Workshops: An Opening
Without an Outcome?

MURAT BOROVALI & CEMIL BOYRAZ
Department of International Relations, Istanbul Bilgi University, Istanbul, Turkey

ABSTRACT This paper aims to analyze the Alevi Opening in 2009 by the Justice and Devel-
opment Party. Based on a close reading of the manuscripts of the seven workshops and the
subsequently published report, a critical analysis of the initiative by the government is pre-
sented. It is argued that the organization and the composition of the workshops were not con-
ducive to attaining a set of solutions to the problems encountered by the Alevis. The article
concludes by stating that, though a historic step in state–Alevi relations, the Opening has
not been successful in producing a politically significant result.

Introduction

The electoral success of the Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma
Partisi, JDP) in 2002 brought in its wake much needed political and economic stab-
ility to Turkey. Set up by leaders of the modernizing wing of the Islamist Welfare
Party (Refah Partisi, WP), the JDP rapidly undertook many long-awaited social
and economic reforms. Yet Turkey’s Alevis met the electoral victory of the JDP
and its subsequently demonstrated reforming zeal mostly with skepticism. Compris-
ing around 15 percent of the population in Turkey and practicing a form of heterodox
Islam that contains elements of Shi’ism and Sufism,1 Alevis were mindful of the
(Sunni) Islamist roots of the JDP. This caution was reinforced during the first
period of JDP rule (2002–07), when the only notable improvements were limited
to legal recognition of Alevi associations and broadcast of programs on Alevi
culture and tradition by the Turkish Radio–Television Corporation (Türkiye Radyo
Televizyon Kurumu, TRT).2

Subsequently, the government expressed its will to seriously address the Alevi
issue in November 2007, through an initiative led by the Minister Responsible for
Religious Affairs Sait Yazıcıoğlu, who was the head of the Directorate of Religious
Affairs (Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı, DRA) between 1987 and 1992, and the JDP’s
Alevi deputy Reha Çamuroğlu. The stated aim of this initiative was to engage with
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the demands of Alevi citizens, such as reforming the Sunni-dominated and state-
funded DRA, granting legal status to Cem Houses (cemevi) as Alevi places of
worship, and introduction of sections on Alevi belief in the compulsory religious
courses in schools.3 To initiate a rapprochement, a dinner attended by representatives
of Alevi organizations as well as (then) Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and
several ministers and deputies from the JDP was arranged. The stage was thus set
for the Alevi Opening by the government.

It would be fair to state at the outset that the Alevi issue did not at the time present a
particular political or electoral urgency for the JDP, as it had just enjoyed a resound-
ing victory in the 2007 general elections. The initiative by the government, an unpre-
cedented step in Alevi–state relations in the Turkish Republic, was rather a reflection
of its declared commitment to further Turkey’s democratization. It is therefore signifi-
cant that the Alevi Opening was presented as part of the larger “Project for National
Unity and Brotherhood” (the “Democratic Opening” process) that also included dia-
logue with the Kurds and the Roma population in Turkey.

It seems also necessary to point out that the Alevi Opening was marked, on the one
hand, by a tension caused by the declared intention by the governing party to fully
engage with the Alevi community, and, on the other hand, the unavoidable concerns
that it had about alienating its pious Sunni electoral base. The somewhat hesitant
stance of the government especially reflected itself in the organization and the com-
position of the Alevi workshops that formed the backbone of the Opening. Taking
place on a monthly basis between June 2009 and January 2010, and attended by a
total of 300 participants, seven workshops were arranged and run by the Minister
in charge, Faruk Çelik and the moderator Necdet Subaşı, in order to address the
Alevi issue in Turkey. Yet out of seven workshops only two had significant Alevi
presence. The first workshop was made up of only Alevis, while the seventh com-
prised Alevi and Sunni participants of roughly equal size. The other five workshops
were made up of either solely or pre-dominantly Sunni participants. Furthermore, the
government determined the agenda of each meeting as well as the participants.
Finally, representatives of the Alevi diaspora organizations were not invited to the
workshops, revealing the wish of the government to treat the issue as an “internal”
matter. It therefore needs to be stressed that the Alevi Opening, though ground break-
ing, was decided upon, organized, and carried out without any significant prior con-
sultation with Alevi groups. Yet despite misgivings,4 major Alevi organizations
participated in the process, as it represented an end to earlier practices of (mostly)
personal and informal negotiations behind closed doors.

This article offers a close and critical reading of the manuscripts of the seven work-
shops and the report subsequently published by the moderator. The goal is to estab-
lish why and how such a bold initiative did not fulfill its promise. Accordingly, the
first two sections will demonstrate, respectively, how both the organization and com-
position of the workshops were instrumental in the failure to provide a setting in
which specific steps could be determined to alleviate legitimate Alevi grievances.
This failure in turn meant that the workshops inevitably turned into a platform
where, in essence, Alevi demands were evaluated from a Sunni perspective.
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The following sections will then discuss the three ultimately ineffectual debates
caused by the vagueness in the aims of the workshops and the problematic nature
of their structure. In particular, theological considerations about Alevi identity, con-
cerns about the impact of Alevi demands on “Sunni freedoms,” and a problematic
reading of Alevi history came to overshadow attempts to find politically suitable sol-
utions to Alevi problems. This article concludes that an important opportunity for
further democratization in Turkey could not be seized, creating further disillusion-
ment among Alevis.

The Aim of the Workshops: “Why Are We Here?”

It was in the fourth workshop that the Minister in charge made one of the clearest
statements about the goal of the initiative by the government. In his words, the
“main aim of the workshops was not limited to determining the problems of our
Alevi citizens . . . [but also included] seeking an answer to the question of what we
can do to eliminate existing problems” (4/16).5 As stated by the Minister in an
earlier workshop, this was a matter “so sensitive that it should not be exploited,”
but also “so vital that it could not be left without a solution” (2/18). Evaluating the
issue from the perspective of “human rights and democracy,” the government there-
fore embraced “a solution-oriented approach” (1/16–8). Accordingly, what was
expected from the workshop participants was “to honestly share with us your sugges-
tions toward the solution of the problem” (5/17). This frequently declared desire for
finding concrete solutions to existing problems was also echoed by the moderator of
the workshops who suggested treating the sessions as settings for “brain-storming,”
during which “very clear, very unequivocal” contributions were encouraged (2/19–
20). Finally, the Minister further held that, in its efforts to resolve the issues, the gov-
ernment would not have recourse to the excuse of pointing to “the existing realities of
the country,” arguing that they were proving to be “insurmountable” (2/191).

However, this stated resolve to adopt a “solution-oriented approach” was compro-
mised by the route taken by the government in the workshops. The workshops were
ostensibly created to ensure an inclusive process, since the government did not wish
to impose “its own solution” without extensive deliberation and consultation (5/36).
The Minister argued that the duty of the government was to prepare the ground for
reaching a lasting solution and not “to lift the burden on its own” (4/225). As will
be argued in detail below, while this restraint from imposing a solution seemed com-
mendable as it favored inclusion and deliberation, what later amounted to an almost
completely passive stance by the government resulted in debates that had no promise
of producing concrete results. Consequently, frequent references by the Minister and
the moderator to the wish to produce a “road map” by the end of the workshops were
not sufficient to dampen the increasing pessimism of Alevi participants. Subsequent
developments indeed demonstrated that this pessimism was not without basis. The
Minister claimed that the aim of the very first workshop was to determine issues
“closest to settlement” (6/16) and the seventh workshop was designed to help finalize
a road map for the implementation of the reform. Yet after six months of meetings not
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only was there no issue close to being settled, a concrete set of proposals was nowhere
near being formulated either. Indeed, during this last workshop, one prominent Alevi
participant claimed in bewilderment and anger that he was “still unable to discover
the objective of this meeting” (7/96).

Actually one could detect early signs that progress toward achieving a clear agenda
for reform would be very difficult. Along with statements indicating the resolve of the
government to produce concrete results to existing problems, there were also remarks
reflecting the anxiety about the dangers of providing hasty solutions to problems that
went back to “more than a thousand years” (4/16). The Minister feared that “careless
and not well thought-through steps” would lead to an impasse by creating other pro-
blems (5/16). Consequently, rather than opting for quick and cursory measures, one
needed to adopt a meticulous “step-by-step” strategy, which would evolve into a sat-
isfactory outcome (4/150). The moderator in turn complained that Alevi participants
tended to provide a “catalogue of demands” and expected these demands to be met
hastily, without appreciating that the situation required a “much deeper and enduring
form of communication” (5/132). Indeed, as he later commented, the discussions
during the workshops surely demonstrated to all “how there was still a great distance
to be covered” (5/197). Even the report written by the moderator after the workshops,
which was promised by the Minister to contain a road map (7/104), pointed to the
dangers of solving the issue in a careless and haphazard way (R/82).

The government could perhaps reconcile its declared resolve to achieve progress
with these concerns about hasty solutions if it carried on with its promise of preparing
the groundwork for reform. While not choosing to act on its own, it nevertheless
needed to guide the workshops so that discussions could evolve in a way that
would produce results. Yet organizing the workshops and starting a dialogue on
the Alevi issue, while certainly commendable, were not sufficient to achieve concrete
results. Because the political will for reaching solutions was not fully reflected in the
structure of discussions and the organization of the workshops, the so-called “pro-
tracted nature” of the Alevi issue came to dominate debates. Consequently, instead
of sharing possible ways of solving the problems of Alevis, discussions tended to
focus on the theological and political difficulties, which turned into insurmountable
obstacles. As will be discussed in detail presently, by not designing and guiding
the workshops in a way that could make possible the attainment of concrete solutions,
the government was not able to address the Alevi issue in a way that could produce
much awaited reform.

The Composition of the Workshops: “Why Are They Here?”

The most contentious aspect of the initiative by the government was the composition
of the workshops. As pointed out earlier, the Alevi workshops assumed the form of
three different arrangements: (i) Alevis themselves directly and solely discussing
their problems with the government (as in the first workshop); (ii) Alevi demands
being discussed with minor or no Alevi presence by Sunni theologians, academics,
writers (workshops two to six); and (iii) Alevi and Sunni representatives present in
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roughly equal measure to discuss the problems of Alevis (the seventh workshop). It
will be fair to say that on the part of Alevis, the main expectation was to have a plat-
form similar to the first workshop, where Alevi demands would be voiced against the
main and only “addressee,” namely the state as represented by the government. The
expectation therefore was that Alevi demands and grievances would be aired in this
unprecedented dialogue and consequently a strategy would be developed by the gov-
ernment to grant what were seen as the long-denied equal citizenship rights of Alevis.
That this way of proceeding was seen as unsatisfactory and insufficient by the gov-
ernment was clearly obvious by the statements of the Minister in charge as well as the
moderator. The Minister was of the opinion that the “main parties” or the “stake-
holders” (1/7) in this issue needed to be included in the discussion and that dialogue
solely with Alevis could not be sufficient in solving Alevi problems (7/18). This was
an issue that would not be “under the monopoly of this or that group, clique or
section” (7/20). Many aspects of the Alevi problem concerned the whole population
and consequently a successful resolution could be achieved only through a process
that included everyone, both “Alevi and non-Alevi” (2/169).

That there were other, non-Alevi, “stakeholders” in the Alevi issue and the precise
way in which these stakeholders were to be included into the discussion constituted
perhaps the biggest source of unease in the workshops.6 It also in many ways best
represented the way in which the government approached the Alevi question. It
was first of all unclear exactly how the Alevi issue “concerned” the whole population,
or the “72 million,” as the Minister put it (7/488). In one true though trivial sense, it
was obvious that introducing changes in order to solve the problems of a group that
constituted 15 per cent of the population would have an impact on the system as a
whole. In this sense perhaps all the citizens would somehow be affected by the
reforms, but whether this would and should be a matter of “concern” in another
sense for the whole population was a different question. After all, Alevis were
demanding respect for their equal citizenship rights and rectification of what they
claimed to be violation of these rights.7 Claims of basic rights and demands for
justice surely could not “concern” others, if this concern assumed the form of
expected approval or consent.

It might perhaps be argued that with the Alevi question in Turkey having such a
protracted history, insisting on extensive participation in the workshops was an
important pre-requisite to achieving a society-wide consensus and hence a lasting
solution. It could therefore be granted that it was essential to get “the support of
all segments of the population, so that solving one problem would not result in the
creation of other problems” (3/156). Yet here again, the question of exactly what
kind of “support” the government was seeking was an important source of unease
among the Alevi organizations. This unease was compounded by the fact that the
major “segment of the population” whose support was sought was the Sunni majority
in Turkey. The choice of the topic of many workshops as well as of participants in
each workshop was in line with the view, expressed by the moderator, that “a
very, very big contribution” was expected of the Sunni representatives (1/236). Yet
this “contribution” was not framed and channeled by the organizers in a way that
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facilitated putting into practice a program of reform. Instead, it seemed that the gov-
ernment utilized the workshops as a platform to find a solution acceptable to the
Sunni establishment as represented by the participants. From the perspective of prac-
tical politics, Sunni participation in the workshops could have been justified if it had
the purpose of providing assistance to the government in addressing legitimate Alevi
demands in a politically sensitive area. However, by introducing the Sunni side into
the discussion and gradually assuming for itself the position of an impartial referee,
the government made Alevi demands, practices, and religious rights the very topic of
discussion (4/143; 5/31). It was inevitable that this in turn would lead to deep dis-
agreement and mutual recrimination, making a solution much more difficult to attain.

Despite certain statements to the contrary, the absence of an effective political will
to reach a set of concrete solutions resulted in a lack of political direction in the work-
shops. Consequently, feeble attempts mostly by Alevi participants to focus the dis-
cussion on finding a solution to Alevi problems were overtaken by tortuous and
fruitless debates about what Alevism was (1/225; 6/114). It was not surprising then
that discussing Alevism in an atmosphere dominated by Sunni concerns and refer-
ences harmed the spirit of the workshops in numerous ways. Most importantly,
Alevis found themselves in a position of having the obligation to not only convince
Sunni participants of the genuineness of their grievances but also soothe Sunni con-
cerns about their demands. Above all else, it was clear that this was a demeaning
process, since a side that claimed to suffer from injustice was made to recount the
particular hardships that it faced. One Alevi participant therefore protested against
the psychology they were put in: “we are trying to explain ourselves, to prove our-
selves. This is not a good feeling” (7/427). The setting therefore was not that of a dia-
logue between equal citizens taking part in a common endeavor, but rather one in
which one party seeking justice was made to explain itself to the dominant side in
the society. As one Sunni participant commented in sympathy, the dialogue in this
case was similar to the one “between a cat and a mouse” (3/88).

In such a scenario, it was inevitable that the debates in the workshops failed to
produce a political solution to the Alevi question. The earlier discussed ambiguity
about the ultimate aim of the workshops, now compounded by the Alevi unease
that the unequal setting produced, led to an unproductive and at times unhealthy
form of communication. In order to examine more closely the problematic nature
of this dialogue that emerged, the following sections will scrutinize, respectively,
three of the most prominent matters of contention during the debates: disagreement
over the “nature” of the Alevi problem; concerns about the impact of Alevi
demands on “Sunni freedoms;” and questions over the “genuineness” of Alevi
grievances.

The Nature of the Alevi “Problem”: Theological or Political?

It could be easily observed in the workshops that the political and theological
dimensions of the Alevi question were treated in three different ways. Some
argued that the Alevi “problem” was solely a political problem, in the sense that
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its solution required political steps with no reference to theological arguments.
Accordingly, the issue was one of equal rights and freedoms tout court. Alevis
were demanding recognition and rights of equal citizenship, and the addressee of
these demands was the state whose democratic duty was to ensure the free exercise
of these rights. Perhaps not surprisingly, this position advocating a clear distinction
between the political and theological aspects of the Alevi issue was defended by
almost all Alevi participants as well as some (Sunni) academics and representatives
of the media and civil society organizations. What is especially interesting to point
out here is that giving sole primacy to considerations of equal rights was also sup-
ported by some Sunni theologians participating in the third workshop. Accordingly,
it was argued that theologians needed to approach the subject of Alevism “as a
matter of freedom” (3/26), or that the Alevi issue “should be handled from the per-
spective of human rights” (3/48). As one participant noted in this workshop, it was
reasonable to assume that it could not be expected of “us [Sunni] theologians” here
to deliberate “whether Alevis should be granted this right or denied that right”
(3/65). In line with this view, Alevi demands needed to be treated in the
“context of equal citizenship,” and were “normal demands of equal citizenship
and basic human rights” (3/116). One theologian even admonished colleagues
“who were in some way connected to bureaucracy or who adopted a state
centred approach favouring the status quo” for having discarded “a stance in
favour of freedom” (3/181). Despite these notable contributions, however, a clear
distinction between the political and the theological dimensions of the Alevi
issue was not drawn during the workshops.

The second position concerning the political and theological aspects of the Alevi
question seemed also to open up an interesting, if insufficiently pursued, path
toward a solution. This position began by acknowledging the relevance of theolo-
gical considerations in addressing the Alevi issue. It accepted that discussions
needed to involve a theological perspective, and that a viable political solution
could not be attained by exclusive reference to a discourse of rights. On the
other hand, however, this theological perspective assumed what can be called a
supportive role in the discussions. Namely, by recognizing the existence of a pol-
itical problem in the form of the violation of the rights of Alevi citizens, this pos-
ition then sought assistance from theological arguments in order to successfully
introduce a solution. Theology was not relied upon in the identification and the
acknowledgment of this problem, nor was it used to define the limits of what
was politically acceptable. Theological justification instead was used in order to
aid the realization of an already agreed upon and legitimate political solution
(2/180–1). In this way, theological concerns did not constitute a stumbling
block in the path to a solution but helped pave the way for a desired outcome.
It seems correct to argue that this instrumental use of theological arguments
would have been both appropriate and effective if a clear will for a solution was
made manifest by the political authority. In the absence of an evident and deter-
mined political direction guiding the workshops, however, theological discussions
were often channeled into finding an answer not to the question of how to
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implement a solution but to what the problem was, or even whether there was a
problem. Therefore, as will be discussed presently, the workshop discussions
were dominated by the third position, which was overwhelmingly defined by
less helpful theological arguments.

It was not difficult to predict that a theological debate between a group with a
heterodox Islamic heritage and mainstream Sunni participants would be wrought
with tension. It was also inevitable that such a discussion would be dominated
by Sunni perceptions and concerns about Alevism. Alevi contributions therefore
had to be formulated in a way that needed to be intelligible from a Sunni perspec-
tive. While it can be granted that such an endeavor was necessary in order to create
a common ground for reaching greater mutual understanding, it was also very clear
that the expectation from Alevis went far beyond that. The need for the Alevis to
make their perspective intelligible to Sunnis often turned into an obligation to
provide a justification of Alevi religious beliefs and practices. As could be foreseen
in a theological dialogue between a heterodox minority and the representatives of
the dominant religious majority, that justification usually was a defence of
Alevism which was expected to respond to Sunni concerns, if not to allay Sunni
fears.

For the representatives of a minority that expected the workshops to be the final
step toward the long-awaited rectification of an injustice, the ordeal of having its
identity yet again debated and questioned was very unsettling. Having experienced
a history of facing Sunni misconceptions and even prejudices, Alevis had little hope
that the wish to have their heterodox interpretation recognized and respected would
be realized in a debate structured according to Sunni understandings and priorities.
To give one prominent example that reveals the reasons for such pessimism, one
can consider the responses to the Alevi demands for the legal recognition of
Cem Houses as places of worship. If Alevism were within Islam, this reply
would assert, Alevis would have to accept that there was only one universally
accepted and legitimate place of worship in Islam, which was the mosque (3/
175). By insisting on recognition for another, equally legitimate, place of
worship in Islam, “Alevi brothers” were endangering Islamic unity (7/462). On
the other hand, if Alevism was to be considered to be outside of Islam and regarded
as a different religion, then the demands for recognition of Cem Houses would have
to be treated differently. As can be seen, this reply framed the issue in a way that
allowed only two options, both of which were unacceptable from the Alevi perspec-
tive. First of all, the Alevi demand for Cem Houses was seen not only as “unauthen-
tic” but also as embodying the threat of causing discord in Islam. Alevis were thus
put in a situation of having to defend themselves against the charge of irresponsibly
endangering Islamic unity. As for the other alternative, the great majority of Alevis
resented the implication that they would have to argue that Alevism was outside of
Islam in order to assert the legitimacy of Cem Houses as places of worship (7/42).
Therefore, a theological perspective solely informed by Sunni references made it
impossible for the Alevi participants to argue for equal citizenship rights while
defining themselves as heterodox Muslims.
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The Impact of Alevi Demands: A Zero-Sum Game?

The objection that legal recognition of Cem Houses meant causing a “crack in the
wall of the mosque” (4/88), reflected, as the moderator of the workshops observed,
the “tremendous anxiety” felt by the Sunnis (5/118). This anxiety was of course theo-
logical in nature and revealed the deep aversion to legitimizing a second place of
worship in Islam. Other Alevi demands, on the other hand, presented less of a chal-
lenge to the dominant Sunni doctrine but still create unwelcome implications for what
could be called “Sunni achievements.” That is because insistence on legal recognition
for Cem Houses usually was accompanied by other demands which questioned the
existing institutions and practices of the peculiar “secular” regime in Turkey,
which came to assume a pronounced Sunni character. Alevi calls to abolish or
thoroughly reform the state-controlled DRA or to put an end to compulsory religious
courses in schools were seen as undermining hard-earned Sunni achievements. After
years of painstaking efforts to make the institutions of the staunchly secularist Kem-
alist regime much more respectful of the religious sensibilities of the majority of the
population, Alevi demands that could lead to restrictions on Sunni religious freedoms
could not be tolerated. Throughout the history of the Turkish Republic, Sunnis had
fought “tooth and nail” to have institutions that would serve their religious needs,
and their eventual success in this “rightful” endeavor was “the victory of democracy”
(3/24). The overwhelming majority of the (Sunni) population was supportive of the
existing institutions regulating religious life and practices in Turkey, and by wanting
to abolish or radically transform these institutions Alevis were actually criticizing
“aspects of the status quo” that did not “concern them” (4/116). For instance, by
asking for the abolition of the DRA, Alevis were making a demand “not only on
their own behalf, but also on behalf of the Sunnis. But this is wrong” (5/130).

This claim about the “faultiness” of Alevi demands was based on the argument that
no legitimate struggle for minority rights could be in the form of a “zero-sum game,”
and that securing Alevi rights could not be “at the expense of infringing Sunni rights”
(2/187). Yet this argument needed to show that existing Sunni achievements were
themselves reflecting a just state of affairs. In other words, the objection that Alevi
demands were making Sunnis worse-off could not itself be morally right if the enjoy-
ment of these Sunni gains represented unfairness. In the case of an institution such as
the DRA, a fully state-funded organization that was providing religious services
according to Sunni norms and practices, it was quite clear that there was a manifest
case of injustice suffered by non-Sunnis. Unless they conformed to the dominant
Sunni practices, 12 million Alevi citizens were unable to benefit from the services
of an institution, which their taxes were also funding. That this situation “clearly con-
stituted injustice” was also granted by some notable Sunni participants (7/143).
Therefore, even if it was accepted that the reform process needed to be mindful of
the new “wounds that would be opened” (3/43), it was also beyond dispute for
many that existing wounds could not be left unattended either. The question, there-
fore, was whether restitution of the basic rights of Alevis could be put into practice
in a way that respected the legitimate rights of Sunnis.
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The central basis for the Alevi demand for the abolishment of the DRA was that in
a truly secular regime, the state could and should not finance religious practices of any
group. As one Alevi participant pointed out, this was a principled position and not
one based on a view which said “if I cannot benefit [from the services of DRA],
no one else should either” (5/173). Yet this interpretation of secularism was
deemed, not least by the Minister and the moderator, to be “too ideal” or even
“utopian” (1/9; R/86). At any rate, there remained the forceful objection that, politi-
cally speaking, it was very unrealistic to expect that an institution embraced by a
majority of the population and with deep roots in the regime could be abolished.
This suggested that perhaps an interpretation of secularism not as complete state
detachment from religion, but one more sensitive to religious diversity could be
instrumental in finding a solution. Perhaps a politically and morally acceptable
alternative could be to continue with the practice of state support for religious ser-
vices, but in a way that respected the existing religious plurality in the country.
For instance, allocating proportional state funds to help finance Alevi practices
would be a positive step on the way to securing the equal rights of Alevi citizens
while avoiding the violation of the rights of Sunni citizens. Similarly, in the case
of compulsory religious courses in schools, the solution could be not to eliminate
those courses but to allocate a fair portion in them for an accurate representation of
Alevi beliefs and practices.

It can thus be argued that by implementing solutions which reflected a more plur-
alistic interpretation of secularism, the state could have gone a great distance in alle-
viating many Alevi grievances while allaying Sunni fears of being made unfairly
worse-off.8 It is important to note in this context that, for example, the proposal of
allocating a certain amount of state revenues to Alevi citizens was sympathetically
received by some prominent members of the Sunni establishment, as exemplified
by the positive approach in the final workshop by the Head of the High Council
for Religious Affairs of DRA (7/390). Yet the government did not seriously pursue
this and other similar avenues for a resolution of the issue. While the intransigence
of some Alevi organizations that insisted on maximalist demands may have been a
factor, it was also the case that many Sunni participants as well as the government
were extremely wary of the possibility that state recognition of Alevi identity in its
services would have the implication of a theological acknowledgment of Alevism.
In the end, the anxiety about a “crack in the wall of the mosque” proved too big to
be shed easily.

The “Genuineness” of Alevi Demands: Past and the Present

Apart from introducing rigid “Sunni lines in an Alevi Opening” (7/419), one other
consequence of dominant Sunni participation in the workshops was the leveling of
an interesting charge against Alevis, which created another impasse in efforts to sat-
isfactorily address Alevi concerns. This criticism was that current Alevi demands for
recognition of their religious freedoms presented a stark contrast to their past embrace
of the staunchly secularist practices of the Kemalist regime. It was objected that
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Alevis were not at all sensitive to illegitimate restrictions on religious freedoms in
general in the past. As one Sunni participant complained, Alevis were inclined to
side with the authorities “when the state was beating me with its secularist stick”
(4/194). When pious Sunni citizens were unjustly treated under the policies of the
“oppressive secularist regime,” Alevis were not at all vocal in their objections (5/
78). If they were so sensitive to infringement of religious rights, why had they
been silent about, for example, the injustice of the ban on the wearing of headscarves
in universities (2/90)? Therefore, while Sunnis were expected to “empathize” with the
Alevis in their demand for equal religious rights, it seemed that Alevis were in turn
asked to account for their previous approval of repressive secularist policies. One
immediate Alevi response was that it was improper to use the workshops as a plat-
form for displaying a “revanchist” attitude (5/171). Despite the merits of this
riposte, it needs to be acknowledged that the Sunni charge was not without factual
basis.

After the harsh conditions of the late Ottoman period, Alevis indeed by and large
embraced the staunchly secular policies of the new Republic. The severe restriction of
public visibility of Sunni Islam by the new regime was seen as contributing to the
chances of survival of Alevis. Certainly, the new authoritarian policies also exten-
sively hampered Alevi practices but, already used to practicing their rituals in a
semi-clandestine way, Alevis were prepared to tolerate these policies as the cost of
protection.9 A move toward lessening the imbalance between Alevis and Sunnis,
even if it meant being similarly deprived, was therefore found acceptable by the
Alevis. Therefore, one can grant that the criticism that Alevis were not previously
supportive of efforts to safeguard religious freedoms was accurate. Yet it is difficult
to see how this reality about the past invalidates current Alevi demands. After all,
many Sunnis were once critical of the Kemalist secularist regime, the institutions
of which they now embrace. Needless to say, it would be a positive step if the
Alevis were to critically examine their stance with respect to legitimate Sunni reli-
gious freedoms. However, using the workshops as a platform to take Alevis to task
for their attitude made this step harder to take. Moreover, subjecting the past to criti-
cal scrutiny could be fruitful if it was a mutual exercise, with Sunnis also acknowl-
edging their responsibility in the many instances of discrimination and domination
suffered by the Alevis.10 In the absence of such a common endeavor, it was inevitable
that simply opting to chastise a group which participated in the workshops to seek
justice would only cause further bitterness in that group.

Whatever its truth, therefore, pointing to past Alevi indifference to religious free-
doms was not sufficient for questioning the justness of their current demands. There
seemed, however, to be a deeper claim implied by the Sunni objection. This claim
was that the “newly discovered” Alevi sensitivity for equal religious rights was not
really genuine. It was implied that their overwhelming support for state policies in
the past actually demonstrated the secularist nature of the Alevi community, and
that their current demands were somehow manufactured. Having been closely
allied with leftists in the past and still fervently supporting the social democratic
and staunchly secular main opposition Republican People’s Party, Alevis could not
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be thought to be genuinely interested in their religious rights. The “novelty” (2/92) as
well as the obstinacy of the demand for the legal recognition of Cem Houses, for
instance, displayed an “ideological and political” aspect, rather than the earnest reli-
gious concerns of some Alevis. This contention became most apparent in the Report
written by the moderator after the workshops, where a clear distinction was repeat-
edly drawn between the traditionally religious, but weak, Alevi groups and other
more politically adept and ideologically engaged Alevi organizations (R/44, 49,
75). As a result of Alevis having adopted the secularizing practices of modernity
“with an enthusiasm that knew no bounds” (R/67), it was now the case that traditional
Alevis who were trying to recover a mostly oral heritage were dominated by organ-
izations that “fed on rigid political engagements” (R/49). With the current Alevi dis-
course being more and more determined by this latter group, the moderator argued
that there was frequent Alevi recourse to concepts such as “betrayal,” “abuse” or
“assimilation” (R/30), revealing the “true intentions” of a faction that sought to
gain “political capital” by flaming the tensions (R/31). The Alevi cause was thus
hijacked by a group that turned the issue into a thoroughly “political matter” (R/
44), with the further implicit (and undefended) assertion that politicization of the
subject was deplorable.

As could be seen, the above questioning of Alevi demands was built, on the one
hand, on suspicions about the “novelty” of Alevi claims, and, on the other hand, on
the apprehension about the political motivations of some Alevi organizations. Yet
both of these claims were open to strong challenge. As for the first, it should suffice
to refer to the contribution in the workshops by a respected (Sunni) scholar of hetero-
dox Islam who criticized colleagues for treating “Alevism as a fact that all of a sudden
descended from Mars” (2/50). While the title “Cem House” may be new, it certainly
had a long history “as an institution” (7/328). Consequently, it would be very wrong
to overlook the reality that “for centuries Cem sessions have been the fundamental
form of worship in Alevism” (7/416). Therefore, Alevi demands could correctly be
said to be based on rituals that had a long lineage, even if their appearance on the
public agenda in their current form was relatively recent. As for the politicization of
the Alevi issue, a close analysis of the extensively researched political and sociological
reasons behind what was called the “Alevi Revival” would dispel any doubts about the
authenticity of the Alevi cause.11 Finally, it is also clear that complaints about the poli-
ticization of the Alevi issue would be incomplete if they were not accompanied by a
consideration of the responsibility of the state in ignoring specific Alevi grievances
for several decades. To argue that the issue has been hijacked by “ideologically
engaged” groups would, even if true, be indeed a very weak justification, not to say
excuse, for ignoring Alevi demands if one overlooked the conditions that made the
rise of these very groups possible.

Conclusion

It is undeniable that the Alevi Opening by the government constituted a historic step
in state–Alevi relations in Turkey. A direct and open dialogue was begun and many
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of the Alevi problems were clearly put on the public agenda. Yet on such a protracted
issue, it was evident that the lack of clear and effective involvement by the political
authorities would result in failure. By not closely guiding the process, the government
inevitably was open to the Alevi charge that, though seemingly willing to start a
reform, it was in reality acting in a way that was making a solution even more difficult
to achieve. Thus, while insisting on treating social consensus on the Alevi issue as a
pre-requisite for initiating reform, the government did not benefit from the platform
provided by the workshops in order to prepare public opinion and facilitate the emer-
gence of such a consensus.

However, one could also maintain that the political authorities should have taken
the lead to introduce legal changes, with the anticipation that this itself would create
the conditions for eventual broader consensus within the society. In this regard, sym-
bolically a very effective step would have been to meet the single most important
Alevi demand and grant legal status to Cem Houses as places of worship. This
would certainly imply an acknowledgment by the state of the moral legitimacy of
Alevi practices, which in turn would have an undeniable impact on the resistant
Sunni sections of the population.

Perhaps exactly because of this implicit moral acknowledgment, legal recognition
of Cem Houses was not forthcoming. The government instead preferred to keep Cem
Houses in what can be called a “semi-legal” status. Such a status admittedly meant
that the political authority refrained in practice from suppressing or obstructing the
performance of Alevi rituals. Allowing a certain degree of freedom for the activities
of Cem Houses however did not eliminate the relation of domination suffered by
Alevis. Having no legal protection against any potential interference by the political
authorities in the exercise of their basic religious rights, Alevis remained exposed to
the dangers inherent to occupying a precarious position in the system. It seemed
therefore that the form of religious freedom allowed for Alevis was not enjoyed
under legally ambiguous and politically insecure conditions.12

The JDP has been undeniably successful in transforming secularism in Turkey to
become much more in harmony with the legitimate aspirations of many of its Sunni
citizens. Its self-declared “conservative democratic” ideology, also receiving notable
support from liberal democratic circles, has been instrumental in attaining democratic
gains. In recent years, however, the guiding perspective of the reforms seemed to
have reached its limits, and the conservative stance of the government, clearly influ-
enced by Sunni Islam, has come under much closer scrutiny.13

The Alevi question has perhaps been the most important persistent reminder of the
limits of this perspective. Four years since the end of the workshops, it is impossible
to observe any sign of reform by the government on the Alevi issue. The Democra-
tization Package of 2013,14 which was lauded by many for introducing promising
measures for a peaceful settlement of the Kurdish problem and lifting restrictions
on the wearing of the headscarf in certain official institutions, ignored yet again legit-
imate Alevi demands. What is more worrying, Prime Minister Erdoğan’s remarks
about the Alevi origins of the leader of the opposition,15 a (Sunni) identity-based
foreign policy approach by the government against the Assad regime in 2011–14
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and loss of Alevi lives during the Gezi Park protests, are all recent signs that bode ill
for Alevi aspirations.16 It now seems that the government is willing to treat the Alevi
issue solely from the perspective of practical politics, and with Alevi votes neither
numerous nor safe enough to be crucial for electoral victory, the matter commands
no urgency for the ruling party.

However, this stance by the government has significant costs for democracy in
Turkey. Following disillusionment after the workshops, Alevis have come to ques-
tion more and more the legitimacy of the institutions of a regime that fails to
embrace them as equal citizens. Moreover, with raised expectations and clearer
demands, it seems that they will no longer be satisfied with symbolic or even mod-
erate steps. Consequently, the existing discontent among Alevis has the potential
to situate them at the centre of any opposition, if not violent protest, against the pol-
itical authority. This surely is not a healthy development for the prospect of consoli-
dation of democracy in Turkey.

The Alevi question stands at the centre of almost every political challenge that
Turkey currently faces. Initiatives such as drawing up a much needed new consti-
tution, addressing the problematic nature of secularism in the country, or introducing
reforms to safeguard the equal freedoms of all citizens cannot be fully successful if
they ignore legitimate Alevi demands. It is also clear that in this regard, greater aca-
demic focus on the political character of the Alevi issue, relatively insufficiently
addressed when compared to its anthropological and theological aspects, has signifi-
cant potential to assist the democratization process in Turkey.

Perhaps of more immediate concern for the current government, a comment was
made by one prominent Alevi participant during the very first workshop that under
the JDP rule Turkey was experiencing a “Sunni democracy,” with the further
remark that it was therefore an incomplete, a “lame” democracy (1/43). It remains
to be seen whether that remark was justified. What is clear however is that the ques-
tion “Is there a place for Alevis in a Sunni democracy?” still awaits an answer. That
answer assumes greater and greater significance with every passing day.
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Notes

1. For a comprehensive volume covering the history as well as the basic features of the Alevi identity, see
Olsson et al., Alevi Identity.

2. Soner and Toktaş, “Alevis and Alevism,” 422–3.
3. Bozkurt, Göksel, “EU monitors Alevi reform,” Hürriyet Daily News, December 29, 2007.
4. “AKP’nin Alevi Açılımı Tartışılıyor,” Milliyet, November 23, 2007.
5. All quotations from the transcripts of the workshops are given in the text and will refer first to the

number of the workshop and then to the page number of the transcript of that workshop. For
example, ‘(4/16)’ in the text above refers to the fourth workshop and to page 16 of the transcript of
that workshop. Similarly, all references to the subsequent report written by the moderator will be
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denoted by ‘R’, followed by the relevant page number. All workshop transcripts as well as the final
report are available on the moderator’s web site, http://www.necdetsubasi.com/index.php/zab%C4%
B1tlar.

6. For an initial reaction to the inclusion of other ‘stakeholders’ in addressing the Alevi issue, see Yal-
çınkaya and Ecevitoğlu, Aleviler Artık Burada Oturmuyor.

7. For by now classic arguments on respecting equality in diverse societies, see Gutmann, Multicultur-
alism; and Kymlicka, Multicultural Citizenship.

8. For a general defense of a conception of secularism which avoids making ‘those who do not espouse
the state’s official doctrine into second-class citizens’, see Maclure, Secularism and Freedom of
Conscience, 20.

9. Zurcher and van der Linden, The European Union, Turkey and Islam, 127.
10. For a study on widespread discimination against Alevis, see Tol, Alevi Olmak.
11. For a brief discussion of the sources of the Alevi revival in Turkey by the 1990s, see Borovali and

Boyraz, “Turkish secularism and Islam,” 480–2.
12. Actually, according to the civic republican definition of freedom as ‘non-domination’, being exposed

to arbitrary interference, as in this arrangement, is a clear instance of lack of freedom. For a classic
argument on republican freedom see Pettit, Republicanism.

13. For a recent report detailing violations of freedom of religion or belief in Turkey, see Norwegian
Helsinki Committee, The Right to Freedom of Religion.

14. For an expression of very low expectations by the already disillusioned Alevi organizations before the
declaration of the Democratization Package of the JDP in 2013, see “Aleviler Demokratikleşme Pake-
ti’ne temkinli,” Deutsche Welle Türkçe, September 26, 2013. For criticisms of the package, see
“Turkey’s Alevis disheartened by democratization package,” Today’s Zaman, September 30, 2013;
and Akyol, Kürşat, “Din ve vicdan hürriyeti açısından ‘demokratikleşme paketi,” BBC Türkçe,
October 2, 2013.

15. For a criticism, see Ergin, Sedat, “Erdoğan and the CHP leader’s Alevi origin,” Hürriyet Daily News,
May 18, 2011

16. For criticisms of JDP’s anti-Alevi approach during the Gezi protests, see Cengiz, Orhan Kemal, “Are
Gezi protests turning into Alevi unrest?” Today’s Zaman, September 12, 2013. For a criticism of the
JDP’s anti-Alevi discourse during the Syrian crisis see Çandar, Cengiz, “Is Syria War Additional Spark
to Alevi Protests in Turkey?” Al-Monitor’s Turkey Pulse, September 16, 2013.
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